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Abstract—Due to favorable material properties such as high
atomic number (Tl: 81, Br: 35), high density (
g/cm ), and
a wide band gap (2.68 eV), thallium-bromide (TlBr) is currently
under investigation for use as an alternative room-temperature
semiconductor gamma-ray spectrometer. TlBr detectors can
achieve less than 1% FWHM energy resolution at 662 keV, but
these results are limited to stable operation at
. After days
to months of room-temperature operation, ionic conduction causes
these devices to fail. This work correlates the varying leakage
current with alpha-particle and gamma-ray spectroscopic performances at various operating temperatures. Depth-dependent
photopeak centroids exhibit time-dependent transient behavior,
which indicates trapping sites form near the anode surface during
room-temperature operation. After refabrication, similar performance and functionality of failed detectors returned.
Index Terms—Alternative room temperature semiconductor,
TlBr spectrometers.

I. INTRODUCTION

H

AVING a high density and atomic number, thallium-bromide (TlBr) is a highly efficient and therefore desired
material for gamma-ray spectroscopy. Additionally, TlBr has a
relatively wide bandgap (2.7 eV), making it operable at room
temperature with low thermal noise [1]. Unlike other roomtemperature semiconductors currently under investigation (e.g.
CdZnTe), TlBr has a simple cubic crystal structure and a melting
point at
, which simplifies the growing process.
While long-term stability has been achieved at
, TlBr
detectors break down, or polarize, after days to months of roomtemperature operation [1]–[6]. It has been hypothesized that
breakdown at room temperature is the result of ionic conduction, wherein space charge collects under the electrodes and reduces the effective electric field [7], [8]. Eventually, the field is
not strong enough to collect the charges before significant trapping occurs, and the device fails. Alternative work concludes
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that the ultimate failure of the device is caused by the migration
of the electrode metals into the crystal bulk, creating sub-gap
traps [5].
Reports have shown stable room-temperature operation
by applying Tl electrodes [7] and periodically switching the
polarity of the applied bias [9]. Tl is extremely toxic, severely
complicating the electrode fabrication process. Periodically
switching the polarity is undesirable with pixelated detectors
in which the anode must be the pixelated electrode for optimal
signal generation.
Each TlBr detector tested at the University of Michigan
(UM) demonstrated unique behavior. Detectors have completely failed after hours to months of room-temperature
operation (the term “polarization” is used to describe this
failure mechanism) [10]. In this work, complete failure refers
to cathode or anode breakdown in which the leakage current
saturates the preamplifier. In some detectors, the cathode
signals demonstrated breakdown behavior while the anode
signals remained stable. However, both the anode and cathode
signals demonstrated breakdown behavior in other detectors.
Additionally, the time-dependent gamma-ray spectroscopy
performance varied greatly between detectors.
In an effort to quantify the polarization process, the material
properties (leakage current and electron drift velocity) and detector properties (signal amplitude gain shift and energy resolution) were monitored during room-temperature operation. The
experimental results isolate the degradation effects to within
about 0.5 mm of the anode surface. As a result, two failed detectors were refabricated after 0.5 mm of material was removed
near both electrode surfaces. It was necessary to remove material near the cathode to ensure that the entire cathode surface
was removed and to properly etch the surface before the new
electrode was applied.
A. Experimental Setup
The TlBr detectors tested in this work were approximately
5 mm in each dimension (thicknesses ranged from 4 mm to
5.68 mm) and were fabricated by Radiation Monitoring Devices, Inc. Each detector had a three-by-three pixelated anode
and a planar cathode. The pixels were 0.9 mm x 0.9 mm and had
a 1 mm pixel-pitch. The crystals were grown via the traveling
zone method and an evaporator was used to apply Cr/Au contacts. The signals from the nine anodes and single cathode were
read out using eV-Products 509 charge sensitive preamplifiers,
whose outputs were digitized by a computer-operated 14-bit
GaGe Octopus CompuScope. Each of the ten waveforms was
recorded in 512 data points sampled every 100 ns. All ten signals
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Fig. 1. Simplified schematic for an eV-Products preamplifier. The bulk leakage
, which has a measured value
current must got through the feedback resistor,
.
of

were recorded when the amplitude of any anode signal crossed
a threshold and triggered the system. To ensure precise temperatures, the measurements were performed in a Thermotron
S-1.2-3200 environmental chamber with less than
variation. Room-temperature measurements were also performed in
the environmental chamber to maintain a constant
temperature. All detectors were cathode biased to -1000 V and flood irradiated with
for gamma measurements. Alpha measurements were performed by irradiating the cathode side with an
source. Alpha data are not available for all pixels due to
geometric limitations.
B. Leakage Current Measurements
From the simplified schematic in Fig. 1, leakage currents
were calculated for each pixel by measuring the DC offset of
the preamplifier output signal. The bulk leakage current in the
detector must pass through the feedback resistor, the only DC
path. Using Ohms Law,
, where
is the
leakage current,
is the measured DC offset at the output
of the preamplifier, and
is the value of the feedback resistor,
measured to be
. The cathode preamplifier was AC coupled, therefore this method only worked on the
pixelated anodes.
II. METHODS
A. Gamma-Ray Data Analysis
Due to the small active volume of the detectors, gamma-ray
measurements were analyzed in twenty-four-hour data sets.
Only single-pixel events were analyzed. The anode waveforms
were shaped using a digital CR-(RC) shaper with a shaping
time of
s, and the gamma spectra were corrected for electron trapping and weighting potential effects (both of which
are depth-dependent), using the cathode-to-anode signal ratio
(CAR) [11].
B. Alpha-Particle Data Analysis
Due to their short mean free path, alpha-particles generate
electron clouds very near the cathode surface. The alpha-particle-induced electron clouds then drift through the entire detector bulk. Because of the linear cathode weighting potential,
a change in cathode waveform amplitude is proportional to a

Fig. 2. Time evolution of the depth-corrected
energy spectrum for detector #44AB1R. Each spectra is from a 24-hour measurement. The spectrum at
is shown for reference. Days 1-3 were taken at room-temperature. The
spectra are offset for clarity.

change in depth. The depth-dependent drift velocity was calculated by dividing the change in cathode signal amplitude by
the change in time for each of forty cathode-signal depth bins.
Pulse amplitude and peaking time filters were used to discriminate gamma-ray and pileup events. These techniques have previously been applied to TlBr and CdZnTe detectors [12], [13].
C. Refabricated Detectors
After two of the detectors were polarized, RMD Inc. removed
the electrodes along with 0.5 mm of bulk material under the
anode and cathode surfaces. New Cr/Au electrodes were applied
and the detectors were retested at
and V cathode
bias.
III. RESULTS
A. Detector #44AB1R
After 15 days of room-temperature operation, detector
#44AB1R suffered complete failure. Fig. 2 shows the time-dependent energy resolution degradation in the depth-corrected
single-pixel-event
energy spectrum. After three days of
continuous room-temperature operation, the photopeak and
Tl characteristic x-ray escape peak are almost unresolvable.
The spectra are normalized by the total number of counts
which is not preserved from
to room-temperature. The
processing electronics are noisier at room temperature which
causes noise triggers and increases the dead time of the system.
The total number of counts for the reference spectrum and
day 1, day 2, and day 3 of room temeprature operation were
,
,
, and
respectively.
The ratio of counts above 500 keV to total counts is listed to
the right of each photopeak and remains relatively constant.
Fig. 3 shows the leakage current and average electron drift
velocity over the first 300 hours of room-temperature operation.
Both the leakage current and average electron drift velocity are
indirect measurements of the average electric field, explaining
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Fig. 3. Leakage current (dashed curve) and average electron drift velocity (solid curve) over the first 300 hours of room-temperature operation for detector
#44AB1R. Both quantitates are indirect measurements of the effective electric field. Leakage current data were not available for pixels two and seven.

the observed correlation in Fig. 3. As the device polarizes, the
decreasing electric field, possibly the result of ionic conduction,
causes a reduction in both the leakage current and electron drift
velocity. In all nine pixels, both quantities drop dramatically
over the first twelve hours and then reach a horizontal asymptote, suggesting that most of the electric field reduction occurs
at the beginning of room temperature operation.
From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 no correlation exists between the average electric field and the detector performance. For example,
the electric field decreases dramatically in the first 12 hours
while the detector performance shows minimal change. Similarly, a dramatic decrease in energy resolution occurs between
day two and day three, while there is little change in the electric
field strength (hours 24 to 48 in Fig. 3).
While ionic conduction is likely causing a reduction in the
electric field [9], [14], Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that this reduction
is not causing the device degradation. The degradation is more
likely the result of the Au atoms in the electrode diffusing into
the bulk crystal creating sub band-gap trap centers, as outlined
in [5].
In addition to poor energy resolution, the average raw ADC
amplitude of the induced voltage pulses decreased as a function of time. The gamma-ray spectra were too poor to track the
photopeak centroid after a few days (see Fig. 2) so alpha-particles from
were used to quantify the ADC amplitude
shift. Unlike gamma-rays, alpha-particles always deposit their
full energy in a single interaction, so the anode alpha spectrum
only contains a full-energy peak. Similarly, the cathode spectrum only contains a full-energy peak because the energy deposition occurs right at the cathode surface. Fig. 4 shows the
normalized full-energy alpha-particle peak shift as a function of
time for both the cathode and the anode signals in pixel eight.

Fig. 4. Full energy alpha-particle peak centroid shift as a function of time for
(a) the cathode and (b) the anode signals in detector #44AB1R.

Due to limited geometry, only the three center pixels (pixels
two, five, and eight) had sufficient alpha data. Pixel 8 is representative of all three pixels. Fig. 4 shows that the anode peak
shift is much greater than the cathode peak shift, indicating an
increase in trapping over time.
According to the Shockley-Ramo Theorem, the induced
charge on an electrode is proportional to the generated
charge multiplied by the change in weighting potential [15],
[16]. (Refer to Ref. [17] for a complete description of the
Shockley-Ramo theorem as it applies to pixelated devices).
The largest change in weighting potential for a pixelated anode
(see Fig. 5(b)) occurs near the anode surface (i.e. most of the
anode signal induction occurs at the end of the electron drift).
Therefore, any increase in the number of trapping sites, either
in the bulk or near the anode surface, will affect the anode
signal more than the cathode signal. The discrepancy between
the anode and cathode peak shifts as a function of time indicates
an increase in the number of trapping sites, likely caused by
the diffusion of Au into the crystal. Isolating bulk trapping
effects from anode side trapping effects requires examining the
time-dependent photopeak centroid as a function of depth. Due
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Fig. 5. (a) Cathode and (b) anode weighting potentials for detector #44AB1R.
This detector is 4 mm thick.

Fig. 7. Energy resolution as a function of time for detector #935-29-AA1-3.

Fig. 6. Photopeak centroid as a function of time in pixel 4 of detector #935-29AA1-3. The average degradation is representative of all 9 pixels.

Fig. 8. Cathode waveforms of alpha-particles incident on the cathode side of
detector #935-29-AA1-3 after (a) one day and (b) eight days of operation at
room temperature. Data shown are from pixel seven but are representative of
the entire detector.

to rapid spectroscopic performance degradation (see Fig. 2),
this analysis could not be performed on detector #44AB1R.
B. Detector #935-29-AA1-3
Detector #935-29-AA1-3 achieved 2.06% FWHM at 662 keV
, which is about average for pixelated TlBr detectors
at
tested at UM [10]. It polarized after 15 days of room-temperature operation. Due to geometric limitations, the alpha-particle efficiency was too low to track the ADC gain shift over
time. However, the gamma-ray energy resolution was sufficient
throughout polarization and Fig. 6 shows the photopeak centroid as a function of time for pixel 4. The slope of pixel 4 is
normalized ADC/day and is representative of the
nine pixels. The average slope and standard deviation over the
nine pixels is
and
normalized ADC/day
respectively. From Fig. 4(b), the slope in pixel 8 for detector
#44AB1R was
normalized ADC/day. The relatively
high signal loss contributes to the poor energy resolution observed in detector #44AB1R.
Fig. 7 summarizes the time-dependent gamma-ray energy
resolution during room-temperature operation. The energy
resolution ranged from 4% to 9% FWHM at 662 keV. Similar
to #44AB1R, there is no correlation between the average
electric field strength (measured indirectly using the average
drift velocity and leakage current) and the gamma-ray energy
resolution for detector #935-29-AA1-3.
Fig. 8 shows the cathode waveforms in pixel seven from alpha
particles incident on the cathode side of the detector after one
day and eight days of room-temperature operation. Individual
waveforms are shown in gray with the average waveform shown
in black. Initially, the waveforms were uniform and showed

Fig. 9.
depth separated energy resolution for #935-29-AA1-3 after
(a) 1 day (b) 12 days of applied bias at room temperature. The uniform
energy resolution degradation as a function of depth indicates an anode side
polarization effect. Data shown are from pixel six but are representative of the
entire detector.

little deviation from the average. During the eighth day, a fast
region, evidenced by the steep slope, developed near the anode
side. Additionally, the waveforms show a large deviation in this
region. Fast regions near the anode surface have been observed
in other 5 mm thick TlBr detectors [10]. The high drift velocity
and deviation is likely caused by the non-uniform accumulation of negative space charge (the result of ionic conduction)
near the anode electrode. According to Poisson’s equation, negative space charge under the anode causes a larger electric field
in the region of space charge and a lower electric field in the
rest of the bulk. Fig. 8 indicates that the dominating polarization effects occur near the anode. If the polarization phenomena
occurred throughout the bulk, there would be significant deviation through the whole waveform instead of just near the anode.
Fig. 8 shows data for pixel seven but is representative of all
pixels.
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Fig. 10. Photopeak centroids as a function of depth during day 1 (solid curve), day 2 (dashed), day 5 (dotted) and day 7 (dashed-dotted) for detector #935-29AA1-3. The photopeak amplitudes decreased uniformly at all depths, indicating that trapping sites were created near the anode surface.

Fig. 9, which shows depth-dependent energy resolution in
pixel 6 for day one and day twelve, also indicates anode side
degradation. If the polarization phenomenon affected the bulk,
then the energy resolution would degrade more severely near
the cathode surface. Instead, Fig. 9 shows a uniform degradation at all depths, indicating that polarization for this detector is
concentrated near the anode surface.
Photopeak amplitude shifts were also observed in detector
#935-29-AA1-3. The gamma spectroscopy remained good
enough to observe the depth-dependent photopeak amplitude
as a function of time during polarization (see Fig. 10). The
average photopeak amplitude decreased with time, indicating
the trapping site concentration increased. However, the photopeak amplitude decreases uniformly at all depths, suggesting
that most of the new trapping sites are created near the anode
surface. If new trapping sites were created in the bulk, the
photopeak amplitudes near the cathode surface would decrease
more rapidly than the photopeak amplitudes near the anode
surface. Pixel 9 had insufficient counts at each depth so it
should be ignored. The introduction of new trapping sites near
the anode surface could be caused by the diffusion of Au from
the electrode to the crystal [5]. It is likely that the space charge
buildup from ionic conduction is necessary for the Au diffusion
mechanisms outlined in Ref. [5] and Ref. [7]. Therefore, it is
expected that both a fast region (the result of the ionic conduction) and heavy trapping (the result of Au diffusion) occur near
the anode electrode.

C. Refabricated Detectors
Detectors #70BA1R and #44A12R operated at room-temperature for one and five days respectively. Fig. 11 shows the
gamma-ray spectrum after initial bias at
,
during polarization at room temperature, and after refabrication
at
. In both cases the energy resolution was the best
during initial operation, worsened during polarization, and
improved to almost initial values after refabrication. During
the refabrication process 1 mm of material (20% of the bulk
crystal) was removed. The anode weighting potential is significantly non-zero approximately one pixel pitch from the anode
surface. Therefore, removing 20% of the material causes the
poor spectroscopy region to become a larger fraction of the
crystal bulk, resulting in slightly worse energy resolution after
refabrication. Performance recovery following refabrication
indicates that polarization does not permanently damage the
bulk material but is localized to near the electrode surfaces.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Polarization occurs in TlBr detectors after days to months of
room temperature operation. By studying the leakage current,
gamma-ray response, and alpha particle response of two TlBr
detectors we conclude that the performance degradation is more
heavily influenced by mechanisms occurring near the anode surface as opposed to near the cathode surface or in the bulk. By
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design to minimize reactions between the surface TlBr and the
contact material.
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